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Day report Youth Exchange ‘the Next Step’. 

May 2016, Tribunj 

Written by all the groupleaders 

 

Saturday  

We all arrived Saturday around 17.00 o clock in Tribunj, Croatia.  Youngsters are coming from several 

countries: Croatia, Serbia, Austria, Bosnia and The Netherlands. We came with car, train, bus and 

with airplane. Some off us travelled more than 8 hours. Tribunj is an beautiful little spot at the sea 

and the weather was warm and sunny. 

After we put our stuff in the apartment and met our roommate we had at 6 o clock dinner in the 

restaurant. And after dinner (chicken, rice and vegetables)  the program started. 

The goal of the evening was: 

- To get in touch with each other; Alma and Harriëtte prepared some funny and really 

excellent games to learn our names. 

- To share expectations. For example: 

o Have fun 

o To get to know each other, making new friends,  

o Get a new perspective on mine future  

o etc 

 

- And to write down your personal learning goals. For example: 

o Get up early 

o To believe in myself 

o To listen to others with full attention 

o Get more discipline 

o Etc. 
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After that there was some free time. Some youngsters went to bed, others were sitting down to talk. 

The coreteam had her evaluation of this first day. Our main conclusion was that it was a good first 

day. 

Sunday 

We had Breakfast from 08:00 until 09:00 in the morning. At 09:00 we started with the program of the 

day. 

The group was welcomed again and asked how it was so far in Tribunj. We broke the ice with a 

welcome Energizer and gave information about the program of the day.  We had the chance to get to 

know each other with a paper-hitting name game. The youngsters enjoyed this activity a lot. 

In the exercise: ”Who am I?” The youngsters could Interview each other about their dreams, 

qualities, plans and so on. The portrait posters with information on them were hung up in the activity 

room and presented. The goal was a getting to know each other starting point. The youngsters were 

able to put a lot of effort into the exercise. 

 

This exercise was loosened up by the short interruption of the Group Machine game. 
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After a group picture in front of the sea we had spaghetti for lunch. 

 

We started the afternoon with the Energizer Follow the leader and spoke about needs and rules for 

the week.  

In the Exploration of Tribunj Treasure Hunt game the youngsters had the chance to be physically 

active, build trust among themselves and explore the Tribunj.   

Before a wonderful chicken dish dinner we had time to finalize the country presentations.  

In the Country presentations intercultural awareness was created, language skills improved and 

bonding took place. The presentations were long and a few youngsters thought it hard to follow all 

five presentations. 

 

The day ended with the big circle evaluation of the day, where we discussed a full, sometimes chaotic 

day. This was rounded up by an appreciation circle where everybody had the chance to thank 

someone for something he/she did today. This exercise should strengthen positive thinking and so it 

did. 
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The coreteam had her evaluation of the second day. The day was a bit chaotic but we all managed 

well and we decided to let them choose their own smaller groups for the next day’s exercises. 

Monday 

After the breakfast from 8 to 9, the activities started.  

First exercise was writing of biography by making Lifeline. Participants form four groups by choosing 

the members of the group by themselves.  Every group had 2 youth leaders as support. After they 

made their personal Lifelines, they shared it between group members. Purpose of the exercise for 

youth was to make connection between their past, present and future and to help them to put their 

memories in their context. This was the first step in making their 5 years plan. It was very emotional 

exercise for both, youngsters and youth leaders.  

 

Between 12:30 and 13:30 whole group had nice rest on lunch break. 

Second activity of the day has started with outdoor energizer. During the energizer youngsters had to 

turn around with strings around their legs, without breaking the circle. 

 

Purpose of the energizer was group strengthening.  
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Second activity was quality game, where youngsters had an opportunity to discover their personal 

qualities, recognised by themselves and from the rest of the group. Purpose was to let them insight 

into personal quality and to recognise quality of the others. 

During the free time from 15 to 18 o’clock, participants use nice sunny weather for swimming and 

relax on the beach. 

Dinner was exactly at 18:00. Meatballs with smashing potatoes and pancakes for dessert was nice 

surprise for all. 

Final activity of the day was game Werewolf, after which all participants did the appreciation circle 

where they pointed on most important positive moments of the day and thanks to each other on 

nice gestures.  

Coreteam also made an evaluation of the day. Everyone admitted that work with youngsters on their 

Lifeline was very emotional for all of them and that it definitely reach the goal. Also, some change 

has been made concerning better accommodation conditions for all participants, and it has been 

confirmed the plan for tomorrow. 

Tuesday 

Nice and sunny day has begun with earlier agreed activities. After delicious breakfast work has 

started by energizer Pizza-game massage. 

Before first activity (mind mapping), three young representatives of the group explain to the others 

how to do the feedback, and ask open and closed questions. Then Alma explained to the group how 

to do mindmapping, which purpose was to help youngsters to see what kind of activities should be 

done to reach their dreams, ideas or life goals step by step.  

 

Youngsters and leaders were divided in 4 groups and work individually till youngsters finished their 

mind maps. In this process they had support from leaders. After that, youngsters presented their 

maps to each other in the group. Free time till lunch, participants use to swim and hang around on 

the beach. 

Moussaka for lunch was nice surprise to all. 

After-lunch activity started with outdoor energizer which was actually introduction to the next 

activity, value game. Before exact start of the game, Alma and Harriëtte explain the rules of the game 
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and difference between values and qualities. Again, youngsters and leaders were divided in 4 groups 

and work together until all group members choose their values and explain their choice. Purpose of 

the game was to learn them how to recognise their own values, to recognise what is important for 

themselves and how to present it to the others. Free time till the next activity, all participants use to 

relax through the swimming, sleeping, listening of the music or playing sport.  

 

European cooking started in the afternoon. Participants from all countries had assignment to prepare 

traditional meal from their country. Joint cooking create excellent atmosphere for all participants and 

result with tasteful meals for all. Everybody presented their meal with proud. 

 

Wonderful day has been finished with one more  interesting activity, singing of songs from different 

countries. Participants has a chance to present songs from their own country and to learn traditional 

songs from another countries. Purpose of both these activities was enhance of knowledge about  

different cultures, customs and cultural diversity.  

Evaluation of the day has been done through the appreciation circle and meeting of coreteam. 

Meeting of the coreteam has been finished with definition of tomorrow’s activities.   

 

Wednesday 

We had breakfast from 08:00 until 09:00 in the morning.  

 

After breakfast we went to the port. We boarded on the Taxi boats and went to the island Prvić. 
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Driving with the boat was good for some of the youngsters to step out of their comfort zone which 

was one of the goal of this trip. We had wonderful time there, swimming in the sea, sunbathing on 

the beach, walking around the island, playing some sports and playing board games. We were also 

talking with each others about this week, future plans, getting to know each other. We took the Taxi 

boat to get us back to Tribunj. During the drive some youngsters tried to driving a boat. That was 

great experience for them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We went back around 15:00 o’clock and took an ice-cream in the city.  

 

Then we had a break until 18:00 o’clock when the dinner started. The owner of the restaurant 

prepared a barbecue for us.  
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The program started at 19:00 o’clock with announcement about evening program.  

 

After that we had an in between evaluation in four groups. The objectives were to give the 

participants responsibility for the content of the program and how to treat each other, possibility to 

change the program if needed and check of results and progress of the program. Youth had to 

responded to some questions. Feedback of youngsters was really positive. They like the activities, 

atmosphere, food and sea. They are glad that they have opportunity for new experiences and new 

friendships. Only changes they would like to make are: doing more energizers and activities outside,  

and to know more information about the plan next day and about the purpose of the activities.   

The youngsters are thankful for everything, especially for the tools to make their dreams happen.  

In the same groups they went through their learning goals and complemented it and add some new 

goals they want to achieve during the week.  Than we came back together in a circle and one 

member of each group presented their evaluations.  

 

One of the group leaders was participated on the Youth Exchange last year so she agreed to talk 

about experience she had been through. She was interviewed by one of this year participant. She 

talked about the impact and what she gained for herself by participating in this project.  

 

At the end of the day they got wooden boxes where they can put positive notes to each other. 

Everybody will bring that box home as a reminder of this week.  

 

 
 

Like every day we had an appreciation circle where everybody had the chance to thank someone for 

something he/she did today. This exercise should strengthen positive thinking and so it did. 

The coreteam had her evaluation of the fifth day and discussed about activities for tomorrow.    
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Thursday 

As the days before, we had breakfast at 8:00 am until 9:00 am when the program started. 

First, we sat in circle outside where the leaders had announcements and explanation for this day. 

Activity was outside as a suggestion of participants from the In between evaluation. For warming-up 

we did small exercises. Then, participant and one of the group leaders presented tips for non-verbal 

communication.  

 

The main activity was to make 5 years plan. Participants had 

to covert the plan for the future in something creative, to be 

able to take it home. They found a place where they can sit 

quietly and concentrate on it. They had some questions as 

guidelines. The group leaders helped them a little bit with 

translation and putting the thoughts into the words. They 

were really focused and took it seriously. In between activity 

was lunch and some of them continued to work on their 

plans after it.  

When they finished with making their plans, there were two activities. First was the Ninja game and 

second was Hand with guides where they had to think and put names of people that mean 

something for them and can help them with realizing their 5 years plan.  

After that some of them walked to Vodice for 3 hours, some of them were working on their plans and 

some of them getting rest.  
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Dinner was at 6:00 pm. After dinner we had some games outside. We played Prisongame, 

Pantomime game, Aliengame, Jamesbond game and Gording knot. Some of the participants were not 

interested to participate (maybe they were tired), but the others enjoyed it and want more games. 

During the day, two of the group leaders were interviewed 3 youngsters about their experience here 

and for making movie about this Youth Exchange.   

Last activity was appreciation circle where the youngsters and group leaders had opportunity to 

thank somebody. 

At the end of the day, we had evaluation with coreteam to discuss about today and about activities 

for tomorrow.  

It was intensive, but effective day. 

Friday 

I woke up at 6.00 and hear the rain coming down. It’s going to be the last day of the camp and the 

presentations of the future plans is the main goal for today. Tomorrow is all about leaving so……. It 

was in a way quiet until 9.00 o clock. Everyone was getting into the final assignment, present your 

future plan to the others and receive the positive feedback and good vibes from the group. It’s 

important for your self-esteem and in a way if you say it out loud it will stick… 

The participants and coaches were very impressed with all the growth of the youngsters and how 

they fit this among a lot of other things in their plan. It was showing that they have learned so many 

skills.  They are courageous to present the plan and so beautiful how they give their dreams and first 

steps to the others. I am flabbergasted about their plans and impressed how they manage the new 

thoughts and try to bring them to reality. 
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After the presentation we hang around the restaurant and everyone was writing lovely messages to 

each other. The will be put in the diamond box. And everybody gets it this evening. Such a positive 

vibe and we all think about the week and the goodbye which is coming in sight.   

After lunch the participants started the last assignment. Writing a letter to yourself and give  I to your 

coach. They will sent it to you on the date you ask them to. I think it’s a nice one, because you will 

get the good motivation or other message in time again. It’s also in a way confronting for some of the 

youngsters in time. They have made a future plan, working on the goals and oops there is your own 

letter. The letter you wrote in a time when; thinking about the past, making other arrangements for 

your life and start your own future. 

We stayed in and got ready for dinner and a long evening of celebrating the things we all achieved. 

The youngsters made their 5 years plan and the coaches were glad everyone was save at the end. So 

we all worked very hard.  Some were playing games or had a walk on the beach.  Of course there are 

also the people from Kinderperspectief who made this week possible. They can look back on a good 

camp and during the evaluation with the coreteam everyone was positive in general and had some 

little thinks to think about for the next camp. But it wasn’t only serious things we did today, we all 

had so much fun, nice conversations and we made new friends. 
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We walked up the mountain, chapel, and the youngsters gave their feedback. Lots. A group picture 

were taken.   

 

Its beautiful up there and we see everyone enjoying the sight. But the best part was to score their 

own goals and receive their certificates.  
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After we had done all the serious things we had to talk about the rest of the evening. It should be a 

special night, and everyone deserve it. So we talked about how we would celebrate without hurting 

peoples feeling and in respect of all.  And when we came back there was a big surprise. The owner of 

the restaurant had prepared a grand buffet of all kinds of desert. Mmmmmmmm so nice.  The 

diamond boxes were packed with messages and I think everyone was overwhelmed by the good 

things. The participants were very important this week and were appreciated so much by us all. 
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We celebrated till 00.30 o clock and went up to the apartment because the first team would go home 

@ 9.00 o clock. 

Yvan; “ It was fun. We heard the 5 years plan stories and were very supportive about it.  Then we had 

some games which I didn’t play because he wasn’t in the mood. But he appreciate all the effort that 

leaders gave into it. “ 

Saturday 

Although we went very late to bed, we were up early again for our last breakfast together. This time; 

no program anymore. This day was for cleaning and packing our stuff. But especially for saying 

goodbye to each other. How strange is that; just a week ago we didn’t know each other, we never 

met before. And now we were crying en very sad because we have to say goodbye. We really get to 

know each other in a way you almost can’t imagine; we shared our live stories, we shared our bad 

and good memories, we know each other’s qualities, our values, our learning points, our history, our 

dreams … and … our FUTUREPLANS. 

I hope for all of the youngsters that there plan will be come true and that they find the trust, faith 

and friendship to really go for it!  

A poem from one of the participants (22 years old): 

Friend, I dedicate this song to you,  

in appreciation for everything. 

In our memory it will stay,  

the story of our holiday together. 

 

Thank you for the fun times,  

say hi to everone for me.  

Thank you for appriciateing me,  

and I came to love you a lot.  

 

Thank you for the little things,  

Thank you for the advices,  

Because of you I came to know myself better,  

And found my life path.  

 

My friend, we will see each other sometimes,  

Now, everyone must go his one way,  

Never forget the things you learned,  

And don't forget me, because I will never forget about you.  

In this poem I have saved you.   

 

In memory of the nice week we spent in Tribunj 

 


